YEAR 8 STATIONERY LIST FOR 2017

Parents, please purchase these items before the beginning of the school year. Insist that all items are labelled and all books are covered. DO NOT PURCHASE (for school use) “WHITE OUT” LIQUID OR TAPE, NIKKO FELT PENS OR METAL RULERS. NO MULTIPLE SUBJECT EXERCISE BOOKS.

GENERAL SUPPLIES (All subjects)
- 1 Red Biro
- 2 Blue/Black Biros
- 4 HB pencils
- 1 Pencil sharpener
- 3 Highlighter pens (pink/red, blue and green)
- Eraser
- Glue stick
- Ruler
- Stapler + staples
- Scissors
- Coloured pencils
- Calculator Sharp EL531GH or similar (purchase at the office $20)
- 1 USB stick (min. 2GB)

GRAPHICS
- 2H (or 3H) and H Pencils
- Plastic Eraser
- Set Squares 250mm 60/30 and 45
- Compass Set
- A3 Display folder
- 1 Exercise book (48 pages)

INFORMATION AND COMMUNICATION TECHNOLOGIES
- USB stick (general supplies)

HEALTH AND PHYSICAL EDUCATION
- 1 Exercise book (96 Pages)
- Hat & Sunscreen

HISTORY & GEOGRAPHY
- 1 Large Exercise Book (96 + pages)
- 1 Manilla folder (for Assessment)

HOME ECONOMICS
- Plastic Display Folder
- 1 Exercise book (96 pages)

INDUSTRIAL TECHNOLOGY AND DESIGN
- HB pencil
- 1 Exercise book (48 pages)
- 2H Pencil

LITERATE PRACTICES
- 1 Exercise book (96 pages)
- 1 Document Wallet

JUNIOR BUSINESS EDUCATION
- 1 Exercise book (96 pages)
- 1 Display folder

MATHEMATICS
- 2 Exercise books (blue lined 96 + pages) (No Multi-subject books)
- 1 Pacer Pencil
- Supply of Ruled A4 paper for tests and assignments
- 1 Book of A4 Graph paper

PERFORMING ARTS
- 1 HB and 2B pencil
- 1 Exercise book (48 pages)

SCIENCE
- Supply of A4 Feint Ruled paper
- Supply of Graph Paper
- 1 Exercise book (96 pages)

SCIENCE RESEARCH & TECHNOLOGY
- 2 approx. 96 page A4 Exercise Books stapled or stitched (Note: folders and ring binders are not suitable)
- Supply of feint ruled A4 paper for exams, reports and assignments
- Supply of Graph paper
- 1 Display book
- Highlighter

CREATIVE ARTS ACADEMY (VISUAL ART & JUNIOR CULTURAL ARTS)
- 2 Erasers (Vinyl)
- 2 x 2B Pencil
- 2 x .5 Fine point black pen
- 1 Spiral bound visual arts journal A4

CREATIVE ARTS ACADEMY (PERFORMING ARTS – DANCE, DRAMA & MUSIC)
- 1 x Exercise Book
- 1 x Display Folder
- 1 x USB
*** Rehearsal Uniform will be supplied once the Creative Arts Academy Fee is paid

SPORTS ACADEMY
- Exercise Book (96 pages)
- Hat & Sunscreen

INSTRUMENTAL MUSIC
- 1 Individual Tutor Book (TBA)
- PLEASE NOTE: Only purchase these items if your student is studying these subjects